OPERATION:
EAT RIGHT
UNLOCK ING CRE ATIVIT Y TO
TR ANSFORM LOS ANGELES
FOOD DESERTS
Despite research showing clear links between food insecurity
and lower socio-economic status, chronic health problems,
depression and reduced educational outcomes, urban food
deserts persist. Myriad efforts have emerged and there are
hints of promise at a neighborhood level, but these
efforts are often disconnected, leaving many deeper issues
out of focus and systemic factors unaddressed. And, despite
frequent attention, access to fresh food is only one part of
the problem.
In 2016, a group of BLK SHP in Los Angeles set out to
address this problem by building collaborations between
disparate nodes in the system to unlock new solutions.
Operation: Eat Right will leverage the power of creativity and
networks to connect unlikely partners and identify food desert solutions using design thinking and agile approaches to
complexity. Through this process, we’ll amplify the promising
sparks through media and rapid prototyping to share insights with others in ways that provoke our civic imagination.

P OTENTIAL BLK SHP COLL ABOR ATORS :

DISCOVER

LE ARNING FROM LOCALS
TO UNC OV E R UNL IK E LY
OPPORTUNITIES
As a new member of the L.A. food justice
community, Groceryships is known for tackling
obesity and poverty in new ways. Their unique
programs provide economic, educational and
emotional support to empower L. A. residents
to begin a lifestyle of healthy eating. Most importantly, their workshops and classes provide
a safe space where participants can share
struggles and fears, find breakthrough, and
celebrate achievements.
Many graduates of Groceryships, like Ana
Guzman, find themselves demanding more
of their surroundings - some even wanted to
picket McDonald’s. This momentum can be
harnessed for even greater effect if we connect
changemakers across the L.A. food system to
address issues of urban agriculture, access,
and affordability, and work towards a sum that
is greater than the parts.

ANA’S
STORY
HOW GROCERYSHIPS EQUIPPED A MOTHER
OF FIVE TO LIVE WELL AND DRIVE CHANGE
WHERE IT MAT TERS MOST

Ana Guzman, struggling with exhaustion and the stress of caring for her
5 children, joined the second cohort of Groceryships. Over the six month
program, Ana learned about nutrition, the L. A. food system, and how
to shop for and cook healthy meals. She worked on reading labels and
budgeting, began exercising, and found camaraderie. And then she
decided she wanted to do more. Nearly single-handedly, she rallied
parents at the elementary school her children attend to start the first
Spanish-speaking Groceryships group.

OPERATION:
EAT RIGHT
LIT TLE BE TS & NE X T STEPS
- Convene BLK SHP collaborators, Curious Catalyst strategists
and LA food systems changemakers to co-create an ecosystem
map that uncovers promising areas of investigation.
- Identify unlikely allies to support and build connective tissue
and creative capacity in the community through rapid ideation
sessions with citizen stakeholders, leaders and changemakers.
- Run a collaborative storytelling workshop with youth in LA
around meaning, habits, and their relationship to food with BLK
SHP story forager and anthropologist, Watson Hartsoe.
- Run two reframing sessions with BLK SHP collaborators and a
diverse group of creative thinkers to generate potential solutions around some of the most promising areas of the
ecosystem map.
- Develop a digital format for sharing research, the ecosystem
map and the most universal and adaptable solutions, so that
other BLK SHP can prototype and test solutions in their
communities.

KAZ
BRECHER
“ T H E L I K E L Y O R A C L E ”, B L K S H P
F OUNDER, CURIOU S C ATALYS T
ENTREPRENEUR IN RESIDENCE

As an Entrepreneur in Residence, Kaz serves as the project lead for
Operation: Eat Right. As the founder of Curious Catalyst, an agile
urban innovation consultancy, and lead faculty at THNK School of
Creative Leadership, Kaz works with diverse sets of stakeholders to
facilitate a human-centered systems design process. In the season ahead, Kaz will work as a curator of collisions and transform
research into reality by bringing people together to rapidly uncover
interconnections with potential and develop new solutions spaces
leveraging creativity within the Los Angeles food desert systems.

